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We have performed an inelastic neutron study in superconducting 
YBa2(Cui-xCox)307, x=0.06, Tc=60K. At room temperature, the 
magnetic moment value M =3u,n is close to the value determined by 
susceptibility measurements (3.4 UB). With decreasing temperature and 
approaching the superconducting transition, the magnetic intensity shows 
an anomalous increase. Finally, a spin glass like freezing is observed below 
a very high temperature (Tg=50K). These results are compared with those 
obtained in Fe-doped compounds and in Co-doped non superconducting 
compounds. 

YBa2(Cui-xCox)3(>7 has been widely studied by 
susceptibility measurements, X-ray and neutron 
diffraction. Like the Fe substitution, Co doping induces a 
decrease of T c which vanishes for x>0.14 and an 
orthorhombic to tetragonal transition for x>0.3 [1]. We 
report here an inelastic neutron study of a superconducting 
sample with x=0.06. For this concentration, Co is found 
to occupy only the Cui site [2]. This differs from the Fe 
case where MOssbauer experiments have shown that 10% 
of the Fe atoms substitute on the Cu2 site [31. 
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The neutron experiment was performed at ILL with die 
time of flight spectrometer IN6. The incident wavelength 
was 5.12 A, the resolution 80uev and the investigated q-
rangewasO.l A'* < q < 2.1 A"1. The data have been 
gathered within 11 q ranges between the Bragg peaks in 
order to avoid the overwhelming contribution of these 
peaks. Doped compounds show a quasielastic signal absent 
in pure YBa2Cu307 and therefore attributed to the Co spin 
fluctuations.The quasielastic signal was assumed to be 
lorentzian and the spectra was fitted in the energy range [-
1.8,2 mev] using the analytical form: 
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where 0» is the energy gain of the neutron. KF and 1Q are 
the final and incident wave vector. Ci is the elastic 
intensity, C2 and T are the quasielastic intensity and 
linewidth respectively, C3 is an energy independent term 
added to improve the fit. C2 is related to the susceptibility 
through the relation: 
C 2 = 7 ( r n ^ 2 F 2 ( q ) ^S? k B T Where F ( q ) i s "* 
magnetic form factor 01C0. 

The q-dependence of C2 (fig. 1) shows large 
modulations with respect to the Ca?+ magnetic form 
factor. These modulations indicate short range magnetic 
correlations; in particular we observe a peak for q 
-0 .55 A •*. Although this peak coincides with the 001 
Bragg peak, one could hardly relate it to ferromagnetic 
correlations along the c-axis. We rather think that it 
corresponds to anuferromagne*^ correlations in the plane 
perpendicular to ihe c-axis. By using the usual relation 
X(T,q=0)Jj^; the extrapolation at q=0 and T»300K 
provides a 3\i% value which can be compared to the value 
determined by susceptibility measurements (3 .4UB) [1], 
assuming T » 0 in the Curie-Weiss law. These values do 



not correspond to any spin state of Co3 +- as was already 
emphasized in [1]. 

Since the magnetic correlations do not significantly 
evolve with temperature we have averaged the parameters 
of the fit on the whole q-range in order to determine their 
temperature dependence. The quasielastic intensity^ (fig. 
2) is constant at high temperature , as expected for a 
paramagnetic behaviour ( Q ~kT x(T) and x(T) - 1/T). 
then it slightly increases between 100K and 80K and 
finally decreases below 50K. The elastic intensity Q 
increases very slowly with decreasing temperature down to 
100 K following the expected thermal Debye-Waller factor, 
then it increases more rapidly concomitantly with the 
decrease of C2. This last increase of Ci is usual in spin 
glasses and corresponds to a transfer of the magnetic 
intensity from the quasielastic peak to the resolution limited 
one, as the relaxation time of the spins increases [4,51. The 
quasielastic linewidthT decreases below 300K as expected 
in a metallic system with a spin-conduction electron 
coupling (Korringa process). Then, r goes through a 
large minimum caracteristic of aspin glass freezing, which 
can be used to locate Tg approximately at 50K [4]. 

By adding to C2 the magnetic component of the 
elastic peak as determined by the deviation from the Debye-
Waller variation, weevidencea strong increase of the total 
magnetic signal below approximately 100 K (inset fig. 
2).The value at low temperature (T=10K,C2 totaH 2HB) 
is close to the value expected for a Co3+ ion (S=2, 
m=4.9uB). This behaviour contrasts with the usual spin 
glass behaviour where the total intensity presents a slight 
constant slope versus temperature when the magnetic 
correlations do not evolve [5]. 

The increase of the magnetic intensity by 
approaching and below T c is reminiscent of that observed 
in Fe-doped compounds [3,6,7]. In these «amples, an 
anomalous increase near Tc has been evidenced directly on 
the quasielastic component Q . Moreover, the temperature 
dependence of T exhibits also an anomalous increase; in 



the Co-compound, a change of slope in the variation of T 
between ISO K and 100 K could be reminiscent of this 
feature. The frustration effects, which occur at higher 
temperature than in the Fe case prevent the observation of 
the anomalies of C2 and F as clearly as in the Fe 
compounds. 

In conclusion, the study of the Co spin dynamics 
reveals the same anomalous features as those already 
oljerved in Fe-doped compounds: a small effective 
moment at high temperature and a strong increase of this 
effective value below about 100K. In the case of Fe 
impurities, the reduction of the effective moment value at 
high temperature has been interpreted by a coupling of Fe 
spins with conductions holes [7]. The large increase at low 
temperaturecould therefore indicate a suppression of such 
coupling caused by the formation of Cu singulet pairs. 
This picture has been conforted by the disappearence of 
this effect in a deoxygenated non superconducting 
compound [7]. In the present results, such pairing would 
take place above the superconducting transition. 

However, first results obtained with non 
superconducting antifenomagnetic Co-doped compounds 
show that the remaining fluctuating Co spins exhibit the 
same anomalous increase of the magnetic signal at low 
temperature as in the superconducting samples. The 
coexistence of the dynamic Co spins with the 
antiferromagnetic sheets remains to be understood. 
We are thankfull to J.J.Prejean who performed 
susceptibility measurements. 
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Fig. 1. Quasieiastic intensity C2 versus q(À'l) T = 300K. 80K. 

20K.The dashed line is proportionnai to the square of the Co^ + form 

factor. The positions of die Bragg peaks are indicated on the q-axis. 

Fig. 2. Quasieiastic linewidth, elastic intensity C\ and quasieiastic 

intensity C2 versus temperature .These parameters have been averaged on 

the whole measured q range.The dotted line represents the Debve-Waller 

contribution to the elastic intensity. In the inset is plotted t* • '"rature 

dependence of the total magnetic signal (see text). 

Keywords :High Tc superconductors, quasieiastic neutron scattering, spin 

dynamics, ceramic superconductors. 
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